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Starting the electric drive system
1) Turn on the power by pressing the button on the battery shortly. The LEDs will light up 
and display immediate status of battery capacity*. 
To turn off the power, hold the button for 4 seconds.
2) Select the level of assistance (see section System control) 

Battery charging
1) Connect the battery to the charger
2) Plug the charger into an electrical outlet
3) LED on the charge will light up (red = charging; green = charged)

LEDs on the battery indicate the status of charging. Flashing of LEDs means that
the battery is charging. Once fully charged, all LEDs light up.

*If the battery cannot be switched on by pressing the button shortly, connect it briefly  
to the charger.

Frame battery Seat tube battery

Integrated battery Rack battery

WARNING
The battery can be charged regardless of the current capacity. Before riding, check 
and make your battery is charged sufficiently.
If the battery is completely discharged, charge it to a half its capacity as soon as 
possible, and interrup charging to cool it down. Then, charge it to its full capacity. 
Leaving the battery discharged reduces its life substantially.
If the e-bike is not to be used for a long time, store the battery charged to approximately 
50%, and check its status every 1-2 months to avoid a full discharge.
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Removing and inserting the battery

Rack battery

Turn the key by 180° to remove the battery. Hold the battery 
by the handle located underneath the battery, and pull it out 
of the rack. To insert the battery, proceed in reverse order.

Seat tube battery

To remove the battery, first pull out the seat tube with 
saddle from the frame. The lock is placed at the bottom 
of the  battery. Then turn the key to UNLOCK position 
and remove the battery by pulling the handle upwards.
The battery is inserted in reverse order. Set the battery 
groove on the guide rail, otherwise it will not slide down 
into correct position. Insert the battery carefully to avoid 
damaging the connector. To secure the battery, turn the key 
to LOCK position and remove the key.

Frame battery

Turn the key by 180° to remove the battery. Hold the battery 
firmly and pull it upwards from the holder. 
To insert the battery, proceed in reverse order. Install 
the  battery carefully to avoid damaging the bottom 
connector.

Integrated battery

To remove the battery, slide the safety lock on 
the right side of the frame in riding direction 
and then, turn the key by 180° - the battery 
will pop up slightly. Hold the battery in its top 
and pull up diagonally to release it.
To insert the battery, first set the battery on 
the  bottom connector, and then press the top 
until you hear a snap of  the safety lock. Turn 
the key to lock the battery.

Switch  
and capacity  

indicator

Safety 
lock
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System control
E-bike system is controlled by the controller located on the left side of the handlebars  
next to the grip.
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Setting the assistance level:
To change the assistance level in the range 1-5, press the buttons  .

Walking assistance:
To activate walking assistance, press and the hold button . The speed of the e-bike ranges 
from 4 to 6 km/h. The walking assistance will be switched off as soon as the button is released.

Switching lights on/off
To switch the lights on/off, press and hold the button  for 1 second.
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USB port

Codac display
(Tuwan E4, Yamka E4, Matto Tour E4, Matta Tour E4, Matto E6, Matta E6, Tate 24, Gaagii, 
Gaagii Lady, Wakita Tour, Wakita City)
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Setting the assistance level:
To change the assistance level in the range 0-5, press the buttons  . The highest 
assistance level is marked with by 5, whilst the mode marked with 0 is without the assistance 
of an electric motor.

Walking assistance:
To activate walking assistance, press and hold the button  The speed of the e-bike ranges 
from 4 to 6 km/h. The walking assistance will be switched off as soon as the button is released.

Switching lights on/off
To switch the lights on/off, press and hold the button  for 1 second.

Setting the assistance level:
To change the assistance level in the range 0-5, press the buttons  . The highest 
assistance level is marked with by 5, whilst the mode marked with 0 is without the assistance 
of an electric motor.

Walking assistance:
To activate walking assistance, press and hold the button . The speed of the e-bike ranges 
from 4 to 6 km/h. The walking assistance will be switched off as soon as the button is released..

Switching lights on/off
To switch the lights on/off, press and hold the button  for 1 second.
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TFT Color display
(Tuwan MX-I 1, Yamka MX-I 1, Tuwan MX-I 3, Yamka MX-I 3, Matto MX-I, Matta MX-I, Matto 
Tour MX-I, Matta Tour MX-I, Wakita Tour MX)
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Comp RM-1 display
(Payat Comp 1, Payat Comp 3, Tuwan Comp, Yamka Comp)

Setting the assistance level:
To change the assistance level in the range 0-5, press the buttons  . The highest 
assistance level is marked by 5, whilst the mode marked with 1 is the lowest. The set level 
of  assistance is highlighted on the display. If no number is highlighted, the assistance  
is turned off completely.

Walking assistance:
By pushing the button  shortly and right after holding the button  walking assistance will 
be activated. It will be on until releasing the button .

Nastavení režimu asistence:
To change the assistance level in the range 0-5, press the buttons  . The highest 
assistance level is marked by 5, whilst the mode marked with 1 is the lowest. The set level 
of assistance is shown on the display. If 0 is indicated, the assistance is turned off completely.

Walking assistance:
By pushing the button  shortly and right after holding the button WALK walking assistance will 
be activated. It will be on until releasing the button WALK.
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WALK - Walking assistance
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Current speed

USB charging
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Data indicator: CAD,  
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Assistance level indicator

Assistance adjustment

Gear in use

Assistance adjustment

MODE

Comp S18 display
(Matto Comp, Matta Comp)

Manufacturer:
BP Lumen s. r. o.  

Puškinova 546, Úpice 542 32 
Czech Republic

CRN: 05565375, VAT no.: CZ05565375
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DECLARATION 
OF CONFORMITY

Manufacturer: 
BP Lumen s. r. o. 

Puškinova 546, Úpice 542 32 
Czech Republic 

CRN: 05565375, VAT no.: CZ05565375

General designation of the product: eBIKE Apache (Apache pedelec)

Type of product marking:
Quruk Bosch CX 625, Hupahu 1, Hupahu 3, Hawk Bosch Active, Tuwan MX1, Tuwan MX3, Tuwan MX5, Tuwan E3,
Tuwan E5, Yamka MX1, Yamka MX3, Yamka MX5, Yamka E3, Yamka E5, Tate 24, Matto Bosch Performance,
Matto Tour MX1, Matto Tour MX3, Matto Tour MX5, Matto Tour E3, Matto Tour E5, Matto E7, Matta Bosch Performance,
Matta Bosch Active, Matta Tour MX1, Matta Tour MX3, Matta Tour MX5. Matta Tour E3, Matta Tour E5, Matta E7, Sota,
Wakita Tour MX3, Wakita Tour MX5, Wakita Tour E3, Wakita Tour E5, Wakan Tour MX3, Wakan Tour MX5, Wakan Tour E3, 
Wakan Tour E5, Wakita City 26, Wakita City 28, Dakotah, Tanka, Tanka Nexus, Tocho Plus+, Tocho Plus, Tocho Nexus, 
Tocho

Model year: 2021

Function: bike with supplemental electric motor

The manufacturer declares hereby that the products defined above comply  
with all respective regulations.

2006/42/EC - directive for machine equipment

2014/30/EU - directive on electromagnetic compatibility 

Applied technical standards and specifications: 
EN15194+A1:2017 - Electrically power assisted bicycles (EPAC bikes) 
ISO 4210-2:2015 - Bicycles - Safety requirements for bicycles - Part 2: Requirements for city and trekking,  
young adult, mountain and racing bicycles  

In Úpice on 20. 08. 2020
Authorised person: Pavel Bárta m.p., Managing Director
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